A low and a high hierarchy within NP are defined. The definition is similar to the jump hierarchies below the degree of the halting problem. For this purpose a complexity theoretic counterpart of the jump operator in recursion theory is defined. Some elementary properties of these hierarchies are investigated. The high hierarchy is, in some sense, a hierarchy of generalized NP-completeness notions.
INTRODUCTION
In recent literature about degrees below 0', the degree of the halting problem, there appears the definition of a low and a high hierarchy of sets (or of degrees) below the degree of the halting problem [ 11, 20, 271 . A set A belongs to the nth class in the low hierarchy (high hierarchy) iff the nth jump of A, A("), is in the degree of a(") (or of 0'" + I), respectively). We translate this definition into the context of NP complexity. To do this, we first define a complexity theoretic counterpart of the jump operator in recursion theory. This is the K-operator which is defined in Section 3. An interesting connection between the K-operator and strong nondeterministic Turing reducibility is shown.
In Section 4 we give the definition of a low and a high hierarchy within NP. Some elementary properties concerning the disjointness of these hierarchies and the existence of sets "between" the low and the high hierarchy are investigated.
In Section 5 it is shown that the bottom two levels of the low hierarchy are P and NPfT co-NP, so that there is a connection between the question whether P = NP ~7 co-NP and the existence of the low hierarchy. We argue in Section 6 that the high hierarchy is, in some sense, a hierarchy of NP-completeness notions, in that the first two stages of the high hierarchy coincide with known formulations of NPcompleteness. We finish this paper by exhibiting a list of open problems concerning these hierarchies.
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NOTATION
We suppose all sets to be languages over some fixed alphabet r such that ]ZJ > 2. The complement of L c r* is L = r* -L. For each class of sets C let co-C denote the set of complements of the sets in C, co-C = {LlLE C). In some cases we systematically "ignore" the sets 0 and r*, hence for each class of sets C we define c-= c-{0,r*j.
A Turing machine M is t time-bounded for some function t on natural numbers iff for all x E r* M makes at most t(lxl) steps before accepting or rejecting. Further, M is polynomial time-bounded iff M is p time-bounded for some polynomial p. Let L(M) denote the set accepted by Turing machine M. The class of sets accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) polynomial time-bounded Turing machines is denoted by P(NP). Let L(M,A) denote the set accepted by oracle machine M using oracle A. The t time-bounded and polynomial time-bounded oracle machines are defined as above, whereby the time bound is required to hold uniformly for each oracle A.
M is a deterministic, polynomial time-bounded oracle machine} and
is a nondeterministic, polynomial timebounded oracle machine}. For a class of sets C let
NP(C)= u NP(A).

AEC
For each A ET* let C{(A)=P(A)
and ~~(A)=NP(~~_, (A)) for k> 1. The 2 classes of the polynomial hierarchy [28, 30] are defined as follows:
For all k > 0, ,Y?Q = Cpk@). Furthermore, let PH = UkhO Cpk. It is not known whether the polynomial hierarchy is a proper hierarchy, i.e., whether the inclusion Cfl~Cfl+, is proper for all k > 0. But if Ci # Cz+, holds for some k, then it follows 2; f Cp+, for all i < k.
The following definitions are polynomial time analogs of m-reducibility and Treducibility in recursion theory: A set A is p-m-reducible to a set B (in symbols, A <", B) iff there is a function f which can be computed by a polynomial timebounded Turing machine (with output tape) such that for all x E r*, x E A u f(x) E B. A set A is p-T-reducible to a set B (in symbols, A <", B) iff A E P(B).
In the following definitions nondeterministic machines are allowed to produce outputs on a special output tape. Such a machine M defines a binary relation R, = {(x, y) I there is a computation of M on input x which produces output y }.
The following reducibility is from Adleman and Manders [2 J; they call it "yreducibility." We adopt here the more systematic notation of Long The halting problem is an m-complete set for the class of recursively enumerable Sets. Thus, to define a complexity theoretic jump operator, we could take some p-mcomplete set for NP and relativize it.
The set This idea appears also in [5, Lemma 11. Another approach is to relativize the satisfiability problem for Boolean formulas, SAT. This is done in [24] . The important property of the K-operator (which parallels with its recursion theoretic counterpart, the jump operator) is formulated in 
For each set A, K(A) is p-m-complete for NP(A) = Cy (A).
Proof (See also [5, Lemma 11) . We describe a nondeterministic oracle machine Q such that Z,(Q, A) = K(A). On input t = (M, x, l'), Q guesses nondeterministically a sequence of configurations C = (Co,..., C,) such that s < t and 1 Ci I= O(t). Then Q verifies that C is an accepting computation of M on input x using A as oracle. (To verify this Q possibly has to query its own oracle A.)
, where p is a polynomial. Then x ++ (M, x, lp(lxl) ) is the desired p-m-reduction: [5] . These sets have the desired properties. I An interesting relation between the K-operator, p-m-reductions, sn-T-reductions, and relativized NP classes is given in THEOREM 3.5. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) For all natural numbers n and k, if A is p-m-complete in
C$, then K*(A) is p-m-complete in Cfl,,, . (b) For all sets L, K"(L) is p-m-complete in C;(L).
Proof: There exist recursive sets A, B such that P(A) = NP(A) and P(B) # NP(B)
(9 K(A) C, K(B), (ii) A g"," B,
(iii) NP(A) c NP(B), (iv) A E NP(B) and AE NP(B).
ProojI (Note that equivalence (iii) o (iv) is also proved in [ (1) M computes z =f((M,,x, 1"""")). Let M' = n,(z), x' = r*(z), and t' = Iq(z)l. (We suppose that z has the correct form, otherwise M rejects.) Then M simulates (nondeterministically) the oracle machine M' on input x' for t' steps using oracle B. From any simulated computation of M' which accepts, M accepts. From any simulated computation of M' which does not accept, M proceeds to (2).
(2) M computes w =f((M,, x, lp"xi))). Then M simulates as in (1) z,(w) on input ~Q(w) for 1 n3(w)/ steps using oracle B. From any computation of z,(w) which accepts, M rejects, otherwise M does not stop. Now one verities that M is a polynomial time-bounded oracle machine of the special form which is required in the definition of sn-T-reducibility, and M witnesses A<yB. This can be done as follows: M' is constructed from M, Q, and @ M' behaves like M. If A4 queries its oracle for a word w, then M' guesses whether the answer is "yes" or "no." If the guess is "yes," then M' verifies its guess by.simulating Q on input w using oracle B. Otherwise, M verifies its guess "no" by simulating Q on input w using oracle B. If this verification is successful, then M' returns to the simulation of M in the yes-or no-state, respectively, otherwise M' rejects.
For reasonable representations of nondeterministic oracle machines, computing the representation of M' from the representation of M can be done in time polynomial in the length of the representation of M.
Let q be a monotone increasing polynomial bounding the running time of Q. The longest string which can appear on the oracle tape of M when M is limited to at most t steps has length at most t. Thus, M accepts x in t or fewer steps using oracle A if and only if M' accepts x in tq(t) or fewer steps using oracle B. This implies that (M, x, 1') t+ (M', x, 1 fq(f) ) is the desired p-m-reduction from K(A) to K(B). I Equivalence (i) o (ii) of Theorem 3.5 shows that the K-operator provides an isomorphism from the ordering of sn-T-degrees into the ordering of p-m-degrees. (ii) follows from (i), and (i) follows from equivalence (i) o (ii) in Theorem 3.5, and the fact that p-T-reducibility implies sn-T-reducibility. 1
THE HIERARCHIES
Now we give a definition of a low and a high hierarchy within NP similar to the jump hierarchies that are defined in [ 11, 20, 271 . Note that our definition is not exactly analogous to the recursion theoretic definition, but it seems to be better for the purposes in NP complexity. (ii) The high hierarchy: For n > 0 define
(iii) We call a set low iff it is in Lf, and high iff it is in Hy.
(iv) Define LH = U,,>,, LP, and HH = Unao H".
Observe that we exclude the sets 0 and r* in our definition, because these sets cause some messy (but trivial) special cases. The following inclusions are immediate from Definition 4.1 and Corollary 3. The question whether these inclusions are proper is open.
Next we give an equivalent definition of the low and the high hierarchy.
THEOREM 4.2. (i) For all n > 0, Lf: = {L E NP-ICE(L) E C;}.
(ii) For all n > 1,
Conversely, assume that L E NPand Ct+, c 2: (L). Since for any set LENP-, C",(L)GCP,+, (here we have to exclude n = 0), it follows that
Observe that the characterization of Hz in Theorem 4.2(ii) for n = 0 yields the class of p-T-complete sets in NP.
We now relate questions concerning whether the low and high hierarchies are infinite and disjoint to similar, well-known questions concerning the polynomial-time hierarchy. (ii) LH U { 0, P } is recursively presentable.
(iii) For each n > 0, Hf is recursively presentable.
(iv) HH is recursively presentable.
Proof: Let (MjIj> 0} be an effective enumeration of nondeterministic, polynomial time-bounded Turing machines. It is important to note that the set By the characterization of the low hierarchy given in Theorem 4.2(i), L E L", iff some p-m-complete set in C:(L) is p-m-reducible to some p-m-complete set in Ct. A p-m-complete set in C:(L) is K"(L), and for each A E P-, K"(A) is p-m-complete in 2:. Thus let A E P-be arbitrary. Define the machine Pi, letting i = (j, k), as follows:
Test for, all y such that ) y 1 < 1x1, whether
Tk(Y)EK"(A)*
If this test is true for all such y, then (accept x iff x E L(M,)) else (accept x iff i is even). Observe further that among the finite and cofinite sets which are accepted by the machines Pi there is also 0 and I'*.
Note that each
(ii) The construction is very similar. The only modification is that we let i = (j, k, n), instead of i = (j, k).
(iii) Analogous to (i) using the characterization of H", given in If not, reject y. Simulate R on input x for t steps.
This means that
Accept y if R accepts x within t steps, otherwise reject y.
If R queries its oracle for some word w during this simulation, then guess nondeterministically whether the answer is "yes" or "no." If the guess is "yes," then start M on input w. Only if M accepts w, continue the simulation of R in the yes state, otherwise reject y.
If the guess is "no," then start M on input w. Only if ii? accepts w, continue the simulation of R in the no state, otherwise reject y.
Clearly Q is polynomial time-bounded. Furthermore
Because of the connection between K-operator and sn-T-reducibility (Theorem 3.5), this result is very similar to the observation made in [ 18, 231 that the O-degree of sn-T-reducibility is NP n co-NP.
NP-COMPLETENESS AND THE HIGH HIERARCHY
The p-m-complete sets for NP (which are usually simply called "NP-complete") have the property that P = NP iff a p-m-complete set is in P. This has led to some generalizations of the NP-completeness notion: Some authors [4, 22] define an NP set to be "NP-complete" iff the existence of a polynomial time algorithm for it implies P = NP. The notion of "inclusion-complete" sets in [H] is a generalization of this idea.
Another way of generalization is suggested in 131: What is the weakest known hypothesis which suffices to conclude that a certain class of sets is not included in P? For the p -m and p-T-complete sets for NP this hypothesis is "P f NP," and for the sn -m, sn -urn, and sn-T-complete sets for NP this is "NP f co-NP" (see [ 2,3, 181) . The weaker the hypothesis that suffices to conclude that some class of sets is intractable, the stronger is the evidence for intractability of this class. Now, from Theorem 4.3 we see that the sets in H", are intractable (i.e., not in P) if cpn+cpn+r.
So the high hierarchy generalizes this concept of "hypothesis" and "evidence for intractability" to an infinite hierarchy of hypotheses C", # Ct+, , where the examples "P # NP" and "NP # co-NP" are only the first two steps in this hierarchy. (Note that NP # co-NP is equivalent to CT # ,JJ; [6] .) The higher a set is in the high hierarchy the weaker is the evidence for intractability of this set. In fact, we already observed that Hi is identical to the p-m-complete sets for NP, and from equivalence (i) o (ii) in Theorem 3.5 we immediately get THEOREM 6.1. HT is exactly the set of sn-T-complete sets for NP. LEMMA 6.2. If A E NP, then A <"u", B implies A <"," B.
ProoJ
Let M, be a nondeterministic, p1 time-bounded Turing machine that accepts A, where p1 is a polynomial. Suppose A <"u", B via nondeterministic Turing machine M, (with output device) and polynomial pz. We construct a nondeterministic, polynomial time-bounded oracle machine M, which sn-T-reduces A to B: M, on input x first guesses nondeterministically whether x E A or x 65 A, then M, verities its guess as described below. If this verification succeeds, then M, accepts or rejects, respectively, otherwise M, does not stop.
Verification of "x E A": Run M, on input x: If M, accepts, the verification is successful.
Verification of "x @ A:" Run M, on input x. Suppose M, produces output y. Query the oracle B for y. If y 6Z B, then the verification is successful. In every other case (either M, produces no output or y E B) the verification does not succeed.
